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Abstract
Growing needs for French closed-captioning of live TV broad-

casts in Canada cannot be met only with stenography-based tech-
nology because of a chronic shortage of skilled stenographers.
Using speech recognition for live closed-captioning, however, re-
quires several specific problems to be solved, such as the need
for low-latency real-time recognition, remote operation, automated
model updates, and collaborative work. In this paper we describe
our solutions to these problems and the implementation of a live
captioning system based on the CRIM speech recognizer. We re-
port results from field deployment in several projects. The oldest
in operation has been broadcasting real-time closed-captions for
more than 2 years.
Index Terms: speech recognition, closed-captioning, model adap-
tation.

1. Introduction
While closed-captioning of TV programs becomes increasingly
available in English (about 90% of televised contents), hardly 60%
of French broadcast news are closed-captioned. For live interviews
or reports, the percentage is lower still. This restricted accessibil-
ity of information to French speaking deaf and hearing impaired
viewers is in large part due to a lack of available technologies. The
federal government agency that oversees Canadian TV (CRTC) is
aware of the situation and has begun to take action by compelling
Canadian broadcasters to improve on the quantity and quality of
their closed-captioning, particularly for live broadcasts.

In this context a first prototype was produced in a joint project
involving the GTVA Network and CRIM’s speech recognition
team to adapt CRIM’s transducer-based large vocabulary French
speech recognizer. Trial broadcasts started in 2003 and live news
captions are broadcast on a regular basis since February 2004.
Since then, our system has been evaluated in trials for the cap-
tioning of Canada’s House of Commons parliamentary debates,
and is currently producing live captioning of RDS (national sports
network) NHL Saturday night hockey games.

Shadow speakers, who listen to the original audio, interpret it
and repeat it to the system, circumvent the problems of difficult
acoustics and speaker variability. Even then, reaching acceptable
accuracy under low-latency constraints and evolving news top-
ics remains a challenging problem for current speech recognition
technology. We will first describe the system architecture and ini-
tial recognition setup, then the methods we developed to maintain
and enhance initial performance for several years through auto-
mated vocabulary, language and acoustic model updates. Finally
we will report results on 3 ongoing live captioning projects.
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2. Architecture
overall closed-captioning process proceeds along the follow-

steps. Audio is sourced from a newscaster to a shadow speaker
repeats the spoken content. The respoken audio is then sent
a computer network to a speech recognizer which produces

scriptions that are filtered, formatted, and fed to the broad-
er’s closed caption encoder.

The architecture (Figure 1) was designed to allow several
ow speakers to collaborate during a live session, through a

tweight user interface running on each speaker workstation, a
ed database, a speech recognition server and encoder servers
h dispatch captions to Line 21 encoders, all communicating

ugh a TCP/IP based protocol. System components can be
ically located anywhere on the network, which facilitates cap-

ing of remote sites.

Figure 1: Closed-captioning system architecture.

Server side

database is the central repository for words and their pronun-
ons, and tracks the dynamic status of words, their association
topics, and their origin. It is also used for administrative tasks
as user profile management and logins.

A captioning “configuration” is defined as a quadruple CTR =

VT , GT , AR} : a topic T , the set of words VT currently active
his topic (vocabulary), the language model GT associated with
topic, and an acoustic model AR for a speaker R. Before a
captioning session, a number of configurations are preloaded
emory, so that switching between topics and speakers happens
ntly during the session.

The recognition server handles all speech related tasks such
cognition, acoustic model adaptation, grapheme-to-phoneme
ersion, and storage of recordings. The CRIM recognition en-
uses a precompiled, fully context dependent finite-state trans-
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ducer [1] and runs in a single pass at 0.7 times real-time (on aver-
age) on a Pentium Xeon 2.8 GHz CPU. There is a minimum delay
of 1 second and maximum delay of 2 seconds between the input
shadow speech and the text output.

2.2. Client side

The user interface (Figure 2) runs on each shadow speaker work-
station and provides user main functionalities: pre-production,
production and post-production.

Figure 2: Shadow speaker workstation client software.

In the pre-production stage, shadow speakers use the dictio-
nary editor interface to verify word pronunciations, check word
association with topics, add new words or validate new entries
proposed daily by the system. They also select an encoder con-
figuration (which will establish a modem connection if needed).

During live production, shadow speakers listen and repeat
through a head-mounted headphone/microphone combination con-
nected to the workstation. They change topics, insert punctuation,
indicate speaker turns and insert other symbols, while speaking,
by using a video-game control pad.

After the session ends, they use a correction interface to listen
to their recorded voice and correct any recognition errors. This
data is stored to be used later for supervised adaptation of acoustic
and language models.

3. System initialization
In this section we describe the baseline models that served as the
starting point of the French broadcast news system. Section 4 will
then describe how the baseline system is adapted every night to
yield the actual production system used in everyday operations.

3.1. Acoustic models

Baseline acoustic models are speaker-independent, gender-
dependent, continuous HMM models, with 5535 cross-word tri-
phone models sharing 1606 state output distributions, each a mix-
ture model of 16 Gaussians with individual diagonal covariances.
Input parameters are 39-dimensional vectors of 13 static MFCC
plus energy with first- and second- order derivatives. The models
were trained on the Transtalk database, which contains 40 hours
of clean speech read by 30 French Canadian speakers.

3.2. Language model

The starting point for the language model is a collection of French
Canadian newspapers, news report collected from the Web, and
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dcaster news archives which provides a total of 175 million
ds of text. We describe here the procedure used to estimate
uage models for the news domain. Other domains, such as
iamentary debates and hockey games, follow the same proce-
but use fewer subtopics.

News texts are automatically classified into 8 pre-defined top-
culture, economy, world, national, regional, sports, weather,
c using a Naive Bayes classifier [2] trained on topic-labelled

spapers articles. For each topic, larger text sources are also or-
d chronologically to be partitioned into older and newer data

A different mixed-case vocabulary is selected for each topic
g counts weighted by source size [3]. For each vocabu-
pronunciations are derived using a rule-based phonetizer aug-

ted with a set of exceptions added by hand. The phoneme in-
ory contains 37 French phonemes and 6 English phonemes.

Using topic-specific vocabularies, a 3-gram language model is
ated for each time/topic partition. Another 3-gram generic

uage model is also estimated by merging all topics together.
most recent 1% of the texts is withheld from training, and

c- and time- dependent and generic language models are in-
olated together to optimize perplexity of this data, to yield
pic-specific language models. Finally, language models are
ed to a reasonable size using entropy-based pruning [4].

For weather and traffic, no adequate written source could be
d to train a language model. We resorted to synthetic texts pro-
d from a grammar generalized from a few examples, and man-

transcriptions. Using even such a small amount of in-domain
resulted in better language models than using a more general

c model such as regional.

4. System update
topics, words, vocabularies, and pronunciations from the base-
system are entered into the database to form the initial cap-

ing system. From that point onwards, the database contents
evolve in time due to automatic updates and manual correc-

s, and all recognition models will be derived from the content
e database.

Unsupervised vocabulary adaptation

e news, words are introduced everyday. Names such as Kat-
or tsunami appear suddenly while others fade out of frequent
e. Yet, out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words are an important com-
nt of the word error rate. Substituting a place or person’s
e has a worse effect on understanding than using the wrong
ber or gender agreement (another frequent source of errors in
ch). Thus it is important that new words are automatically
d to each topic vocabulary every day. This adaptation is unsu-
ised, in the sense that word-topic associations are not given a
ri, but must be estimated by the adaptation procedure itself.

The system uses a configurable Web crawler that extracts texts
a number of Web sites, newswire feeds and the broadcaster’s

nal archives. These texts are stored in an XML database to-
er with meta-data collected by the crawler. The topic classifier
tion 3.2) assigns to each text a probability for each topic.

Each day, newly collected texts are compared against the
ent topic-specific vocabularies (captions corrected in post-
uction are also considered a source of text). Potential new

ds are passed through a series of garbage filters and are auto-
cally accepted, automatically rejected, or accepted temporar-
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Figure 3: Static and dynamic out-of-vocabulary rates.

ily but proposed to the user for acceptance.

The crawler retrieves about 1 million words of text every night.
On average 6000 of these are unknown to the system, but only 200
or so will survive the garbage filters and be added to the database
and proposed to the user for verification.

Associations between words and topics have a limited lifetime,
so words become inactive in a topic after 60 days; words from the
initial baseline vocabularies never become inactive. In this way
vocabularies never grow too large or too small.

Figure 3 illustrates the evolution, over almost a year, of the
out-of-vocabulary rate for a 20K word topic-independent vocabu-
lary, relative to the reference texts (corrected captions). The full
line shows the static vocabulary OOV rate obtained for the un-
changing initial vocabulary; the dashed line shows the dynamic
vocabulary OOV rate obtained when the vocabulary is updated ev-
ery day. The vocabulary update is effective, allowing the dynamic
vocabulary to produce only around half the static vocabulary OOV
rate towards the end of the period.

4.2. Unsupervised language model adaptation

Language models must be adapted in two ways. First, new words
must be provided with an adequate language model probability
even if they have not been seen in training. Second, all probabili-
ties in the language model, including higher-order n-grams, should
be adapted to reflect changes in word usage. Both of these adapta-
tions can only use a small amount of text collected in the last few
days, or no data at all in the case of new words added directly by
the user. In both cases, adaptation is unsupervised, in the sense
that adaptation text has to be classified into topics automatically
by the Web crawler.

We interpolate the background (existing) language model un-
igrams with a unigram model estimated from the adaptation data
(before interpolation, in each unigram model, words in the vocabu-
lary that were not observed in training are assigned the same prob-
ability as the least frequently observed word in the model). Then
higher-order n-gram probabilities in the background model are
adjusted using minimum discriminant estimation (MDE), which
finds an adapted language model that is as close as possible (in
the Kullback-Leibler sense) to the background model, and has the
adaptation unigram probabilities as its marginal distribution [5].
This procedure has been found provide good recognition of words
added with very small amounts of context (such a the list of hockey
players in a team that was not part of the training set) while not de-
grading the accuracy for already well-trained words.
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Acoustic model incremental adaptation

ustic models are subject to gradual performance degradation
long time periods, and changes in the acoustic environment

se, wall reverberation), voice or microphone positioning also
ct the recognition performance. To counter these effects,
se both short-term and long-term adaptation of the speaker-
ndent models.

Short-term adaptation (also called “session adaptation”) is
at the beginning of each captioning session. A short news

act is played and repeated by the shadow speaker so that an
R transform [6] can be estimated. This procedure does not

tantially affect average accuracy, but it reduces variations in
r rate across captioning sessions.

Long term adaptation is performed every night. Audio and
from the day’s production of each shadow speaker are aligned
g its current model. If enough aligned data has accumulated
speaker since its model was last updated (typically 40 minutes

required), its model undergoes an MLLR transformation [6]
wed by a MAP adaptation [7]. A small part of the data (5

utes) is held out. If its likelihood is improved, the adapted
el becomes the current model. If there is no update, the data
pt available for subsequent training. Using a MAP adaptation
me guarantees that over long periods, the adapted model will
ptotically converge to the maximum likelihood model. At

llment time, new shadow speakers start with a copy of the
er-dependent model.

5. Results
his section we summarize results obtained over a period of
w years, while producing closed-captions in live trials in the
se of three research projects.

The first project goal was closed-captioning live parts of the
e daily news shows of GTVA, the largest North-American
ch private network. This is the most complex task, requiring

8 topics mentioned in section 3.2. Captioning is done on-site,
GTVA trained personnel, since February 2004.

The second project is Canada’s House of Commons (HoC)
iamentary debates captioning. It is a more restricted domain,
captions must be verbatim. In addition, shadow speakers
tly work on French coming from simultaneous translation, as
iament members use French only 1/3 of the time. Simultane-
translation is more difficult to repeat, due to hesitations and
pt changes in speaking rate. Several trials have taken place
e February 2002.

The third project, with the national sports network (RDS
´seau des sports), has started in October 2005, and pro-
s closed-captions for NHL Saturday night hockey games with
tréal’s Canadiens. Two topics are required, one for the de-
tion of game in action, and the other for more general in-

iews and reports between periods. Game action descriptions
t be summarized by the shadow speakers, because captioning
mes unreadable at rates greater than 200 words per minute.

Shadow speaking results

observed that a person with no previous experience attains a
performance in less than three weeks of practice with the

em. Figure 4 was obtained when we introduced the new task
ockey game to our speakers; it shows a typical rate of progress

new task or new shadow speakers.
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Figure 4: Word error rate progress for the RDS project.

Shadow speakers can work for relatively long periods without
a break, depending on the task difficulty. In general they relay each
other every 15 to 20 minutes.

Respoken speech is more difficult to recognize than read
speech. We suspect phenomena like the Lombard effect, interfer-
ence in speech planning, and wider speaking rate variations to be
among the factors explaining this phenomenon. A 5% word error
rate when reading typically jumps to 20% at first when respeaking.

In some applications, summarization is essential to making
captions readable, but the additional cognitive load can reduce ac-
curacy. Similarly, spontaneous speech in live reports or discus-
sions may require a “simultaneous translation” to a language closer
to the written form in order to be readable in captions.

Shadow speaking introduces a delay of 1 second or less.

5.2. Recognition accuracy

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of current language models
and vocabularies. In Table 2, we report recognition error rates fol-
lowing the usual convention of counting insertion, substitution and
deletion errors relative to a reference text that corresponds to the
words spoken by the shadow speaker. Errors due to homophony
are counted, but capitalization errors are not. We did not explore
the use of on-the-fly editing [8], although some other applications
could tolerate a longer delay in exchange for error-free captions.

In all these projects, closed-captions were presented to panels
of deaf and hard-of-hearing viewers and received good comments.
As a rough comparison, real-time captioning of nine U.S. news
programs was found to have an average word error rate of 11.9%
using the same metric [9].

Topic VT OOV G arcs Ppx
news culture 38 K 1.3 % 889 K 114
news economy 28 K 1.0 % 870 K 95
news world 28 K 1.4 % 887 K 86
news national 30 K 1.2 % 884 K 106
news regional 30 K 1.3 % 884 K 106
news sports 25 K 1.2 % 893 K 125
news traffic 20 K 1.9 % 484 K 83
news weather 20 K 1.4 % 448 K 72
hockey inter 23 K 1.8 % 2.3 M 70
hockey game 23 K 1.6 % 2.3 M 54
hoc debates 21 K 1.0 % 2.4 M 55

Table 1: Vocabulary size, out-of-vocabulary rate, number of lan-
guage model probabilities (G arcs) and test set perplexity.
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oject Measurement period Hours Words WER
VA 11/2005 - 12/2005 26 83 K 11 %
C 09/2005 - 11/2005 20 163 K 8.8 %
S 12/2005 - 03/2006 33 195 K 7.2 %

Table 2: Results obtained during live trial periods.

6. Conclusion
speech recognition based captioning system has been de-

ed successfully in the course of several projects, and demon-
ed its self-maintaining capability over long periods of time.
ause shadow speakers can be trained in a short time, the sys-
already is a viable solution for rapidly increasing the amount
losed-captioned programming. We are currently investigating
se to produce offline captions in quasi real-time.
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